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 i + oggvorbis + normalize-audio? _0xbad: yes, you want the standard ubuntu repo packages from the ubuntu archives how? are there any? _0xbad: apt-cache search avconv Can anyone tell me why with LXDE I am unable to select multiple DEs as alternative displays in the display configurator? thank you! _0xbad: for the precise details you can look at the output of "apt-cache policy libav" and the
output of "sudo apt-get update" _0xbad: the purpose of using PPAs is to provide packages you can't get from apt. this depends on your ubuntu version and the packages you need, and this will be pretty much different for different ubuntu versions. Aryan: maybe because one of them is not available? i have 14.04.1 the PPA doesn't guarantee that a package is even available for your release version, you
have to know (and possibly study) what PPAs provide and whether they are available in your version. i can try PPAs Aryan: iirc there is a ppa which supports gnome2 on lubuntu but maybe not the precise way the PPAs are not supported by ubuntu directly, and nobody can (and won't) guarantee what version of a package they provide, only which version it has in the archive and how old it is. _0xbad: ^

K1L_: okay I will check out that PPA thanks yes, the package is in the repos and the version i got is 1.4.1 and in the PPA is 1.5.4 Aryan: it would be "apt-cache search gnome2" to search for gnome2 in ubuntu. if you see packages that show up you know they are available _0xbad: so you could try adding the 520fdb1ae7
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